The QuickBird commercial imaging satellite is a pushbroom system with four multispectral bands covering the visible through near-infrared region of the spectrum and a panchromatic band. 6972 detectors in each MS band and 27888 detectors in the pan band must be calibrated. In an ideal sensor, a uniform radiance target will produce a uniform image. Unfortunately, raw imagery generated from a pushbroom sensor contains vertical streaks caused by variability in detector response, variability in electronic gain and offset, lens falloff, and particulate contamination on the focal plane. Relative radiometric correction is necessary to account for the detector-to-detector non-uniformity seen in raw imagery. A relative gain is calculated for each detector while looking at a uniform target such as an integrating sphere during ground calibrations, diffuser panel, or large desert target on-orbit. A special maneuver developed for QuickBird called the "Side-Slither" technique is discussed. This technique improves the statistics of a desert target and achieves superior non-uniformity correction in imagery. The "Side-Slither" technique is compared to standard techniques for calculation of relative gain and shows a reduction in the streaking seen in imagery.
INTRODUCTION

Radiometric calibration and correction
The focal planes of modern digital imaging satellites contain thousands of electronic detectors that collect focused light for reconstructing an image of the Earth's surface. In general, every detector is electronically unique and will thus produce a different output signal (referred to as "counts") when illuminated by the same uniform light source. This difference in detector response will create image artifacts referred to as "fixed pattern noise" (Fig. 1, top) . Removing fixed pattern noise and other image artifacts is accomplished by radiometric calibration of the sensor, followed by radiometric correction of the imagery. Radiometric calibration is the process by which all detectors' response to a known light source is quantified, whereas radiometric correction is the process by which the measured calibration is used to normalize the response of each detector (i.e., adjust raw pixel values) in order to remove image artifacts (Fig. 1,  bottom) .
During radiometric calibration, a response function is computed for each detector on the focal plane; e.g.,
where DN is the detector response in digital counts, L is the radiance of the calibration source in units of W/m 2 /ster/µm, g is the gain (i.e., the slope of the response function of a given detector), and A is the "offset;" i.e., the signal level for 0 radiance. In practice, the offset A is given by the DN level in the absence of light:
and the gain g is computed by solving equation (1) after measuring the detector response to one or more known radiance levels: In effect, Eq. (1) is the mathematical function, computed for each detector, which gives the predicted response in DN (or "counts") for any input radiance L. Once this calibration function is known for each detector, a raw image can be radiometrically corrected by applying the calibration coefficients to each pixel in the image:
where q is the corrected DN level in counts, p is the raw DN level in the image, A is the offset, and B is the relative gain:
where g avg is the band-averaged gain. B is close to 1 and is computed for every detector. The operation described by Eq. (4) in effect is a relative radiometric correction by which the individual pixel counts are adjusted relative to an average response in order to remove the effects of fixed pattern noise. The conversion to absolute radiance; i.e., the absolute radiometric correction, is done by the following:
where L is the absolute radiance in units of W/m 2 /ster/µm, and K is a constant computed for each band. Multiplying the corrected counts q by K gives the absolute radiance at the telescope aperture for the given detector.
Flat fielding and relative radiometric calibration
Often during radiometric calibration, the absolute radiance level L is not known, and thus it is not possible to compute the absolute gain g that is inherent to an absolute calibration. However, it is still possible to compute a relative radiometric calibration by flat fielding. During flat-field calibration, the focal plane of the imaging satellite is illuminated by a uniform light source, termed a "flat field." Although the absolute radiance level of that field may not be known, it is uniform, and thus the gain of each detector can be computed relative to the gain all other detectors, so that the relative gain B can still be computed and used to apply a relative radiometric correction (also called a flat-field correction) to the image using Eq. (4).
Although satellite imaging sensors are usually calibrated on the ground prior to launch, they must be recalibrated on orbit as a result of calibration drift, particulate contamination, etc. Since these calibration changes are more or less independent from detector to detector, performing a new flat-field calibration on-orbit is essential. Producing a flat field in the laboratory is usually straightforward. However, flat fielding on orbit can be difficult because there are not many targets on the ground that are radiometrically flat over the size of a typical imaging footprint (tens to hundreds of kilometers). Deep space is a good flat field but only for measuring the dark level; computing the relative gain requires a finite radiance. Oceans are fairly flat radiometrically but typically are not bright enough in the solar reflective region to get a good calibration over the entire dynamic range of the instrument. There are a number of fairly uniform desert targets in N. Africa, [1] [2] [3] but for most flat-field applications they simply are not uniform enough. One standard option for flat fielding is an on-board calibration source such as a reflecting panel or solar diffuser. However, these add to the cost of the satellite, and the radiometric uniformity typically changes with time.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of a "side-slither" scan in order to generate a flat field for a pushbroom imager looking at the Earth's surface from orbit. (This type of imaging has been mentioned before by other names (e.g., "90° maneuver" 4 ), but to our knowledge, detailed results have not been presented in the remote sensing literature.) Keep in mind that the goal in flat fielding is to have every detector "see" the same total radiance. In side-slither imaging, this is accomplished by rotating the satellite to force every detector to integrate over the same stretch of ground. In the next section, we will review pushbroom imaging and describe how to perform side-slither imaging for construction of a flat field on orbit. In section 3, we will describe the QuickBird satellite and sensor followed by the results in section 4 and the conclusion in section 5.
PUSHBROOM IMAGING
Normal pushbroom scan
The basic pushbroom imager is a linear detector array that constructs an image one row at a time by using mechanical motion to sweep a focused image across the focal plane in a direction perpendicular to the array (Fig. 2, left) . (It is often easier in concept to reverse the situation and consider the image of the linear array sweeping across the ground.) The readout rate of the detector array is usually set so that it matches the speed of the image on the focal plane in units of lines per second. Given perfect optics and a uniform sweep during the duration of the imaging event, an undistorted image of the scene can be reconstructed. For pushbroom imagers, a column in an image corresponds to a single detector on the focal plane. As long as the calibration is not a function of time, the coefficients computed for a given detector will be applied to an entire image column.
An example of normal pushbroom imaging of an "alphabet" scene is shown in Fig. 3 . The scanning motion is perpendicular to the linear array, and the detectors are read out at a rate equal to the ground-track speed divided by the GSD (or, equivalently, the sensor scan rate is set so that the image of a point on the ground moves the width of one detector element during one line time). The image is reconstructed, in simple terms, by "stacking" the individual rows on top of each other in time-sequential order so that the final image looks like the scene (Fig. 3). 
Side-slither scan
In side-slither imaging, the focal plane is rotated 90°, and the scanning is done parallel rather than perpendicular to the linear array (Fig. 2, right) . Each detector thus passes over the same stretch of ground and sees the same amount of light. Given an ideal scan (perfectly parallel to the array, no optical distortion, etc.) and by picking appropriate starting and ending times for each detector, all detectors will see the same strip of ground and therefore will have been exposed to the same amount of light. By averaging over "common ground," we have in effect created a flat field. Fig. 4 shows the same alphabet scene being imaged by a side-slither scan. The linear array has been rotated by 90°, and the scanning motion is parallel to the linear array. Rather than image the entire scene, the array sees just a thin slice of it. At time = 1, the array is just about to enter the scene, and at time = 2, the detector 1 has imaged the letter C. At time = 3, detector 1 has moved to the second row of letters while the detector 2 has imaged the letter C, one time step behind its neighbor detector 1. The process repeats itself until the array has passed through the entire scene. Note that a given point on the ground is imaged in successive time steps by neighboring detectors. As a result, when the image is reconstructed, a given point on the ground (in this example a given letter) is translated over and down from one row to the next, making a 45° angle across the image. To make a flat field, starting and ending times are selected, corresponding to a section of image bounded above and below by 45° diagonal lines. For a given column, which corresponds to a single detector, the DN values are column averaged for every detector, which gives each detector's response to the same brightness level. Next, all the column-averaged responses are averaged for a given band, and then finally the relative gain B is computed for each detector by taking the ratio of the column-averaged response to the band-averaged response. Having introduced side-slither imaging, we will now describe the QuickBird satellite and sensor, data from which were used for the results presented in section 4.
QUICKBIRD
For this work, we performed side-slither imaging using the QuickBird satellite. QuickBird is a multispectral pushbroom imager owned and operated by DigitalGlobe®. 
RESULTS
A raw side-slither image is shown in Fig. 6 . This image and all others discussed in this paper utilized desert targets in N. Africa. [1] [2] [3] This particular image is a strip of the blue band from one MS DCA. The left side shows the entire image strip, whereas the right side shows a close-up view. Note the 45° linearities visible in both images. These features represent a particular spot on the ground imaged by neighboring detectors in successive time steps. When the image is reconstructed, any given feature thus moves down and across-down one step and over one GSD. The left-hand image shows 45° black bars indicating example starting and ending times for processing the image in order to construct a flat field. Each column of pixels between the black bars is summed and averaged to produce a mean response (DN) for each detector. The column-averaged responses for all detectors in a band are then averaged to produce a band-averaged response. The relative gain B is then computed for each detector by taking the ratio of the column-averaged response to the band-averaged response, as in Eq. 5.
Relative gains computed for the panchromatic band (13 TDI) from two independent side-slither images are shown in Fig.  7 . To reiterate, this plot shows the side-slither-computed relative gain for each panchromatic detector on the focal plane. We emphasize that these two plots were computed from side-slither images of completely different sites. They have been offset for clarity. The structure in each plot represents variations in detector gain. Note that the structure in the two plots is nearly identical. In Fig. 8 , we plot the difference in percent between the two relative gain calculations. With the exception of one spike around 0.65%, all the values are less than 0.5%, with the vast majority being less than 0.2%. Since the two relative gain calculations were performed on different sites, we can conclude that the side-slither technique is able to produce extremely flat fields. Fig. 9 shows the percent difference between side-slither relative gain, and relative gains computed using different methods, including an on-board calibration lamp (green), pre-launch calibration coefficients (red), and a flat field computed from a normal pushbroom desert image (blue). This last flat field was computed by taking column averages of 12 km PAN -20000 rows MS -5000 rows a normal pushbroom image over a desert scene. The side-slither relative was used as the reference for differencing and is therefore all zeros. Notice that there are significant variations between the side-slither flat field and the others. The largest difference is with the pre-launch flat field, which is not surprising since a large amount of time elapsed between ground calibration and launch. The on-board calibration lamp (labeled "stim") also shows a fair amount of deviation and also a trend across the focal plane. There is also a noticeable difference (1%-2%) between the side-slither flat field and the normal pushbroom flat field. We cannot say definitively that the side-slither is necessarily better since we do not know a priori which of the flat fields is the best. We can only say that the difference between them is within a couple of percent, and that in principle, we believe the side-slither flat to be better since it is constrained to a smaller part of the desert scene and should therefore sample less spatial variability than the normal desert flat field, which will see all the scene variability in the swath, which is about 16.5 km at nadir.
In Fig. 10 , we present the difference between side-slither streaking and normal desert streaking. That is, we first applied a side-slither flat field to an image and computed the streaking, then applied a normal desert flat field to the same image and computed the streaking, then took the difference. Note that there are both "ups" and "downs," which means that sometimes the regular pushbroom desert flat field was better than the side-slither flat field. However, a histogram (not shown here) demonstrates that in general the side-slither does a better job.
Problems
DCA offset
Ideal side-slither imaging requires a perfectly linear array and perfectly linear scanning motion. The QuickBird focal plane and others like it have staggered DCAs (see Fig. 5 ), which means that the linear arrays on adjacent DCAs will not pass over the same stretch of ground. With QuickBird for example, DCAs 1, 3, and 5 will see the same linear strip of ground, which will be offset from that seen by DCAs 2, 4, and 6. If the scene is not completely uniform (guaranteed), then this offset will result in a different radiance seen by the fore and aft DCAs. If not all the detectors see the same total radiance, then the created radiance field is not flat. In practice, this problem can be minimized by taking a longer image strip in order to get better statistics. Also, if the offset of the linear arrays on adjacent DCAs is small relative to the decorrelation length of the scene, then the problem will likely be small. For perfect side-slither imaging (perfectly linear array, no optical distortion, etc.), a side-slither flat field could be acquired over any target, since every detector will pass over the same line of ground. Since any real side-slither imaging event is not perfect, the errors can be minimized by starting with a scene that is as flat as possible.
Optical distortion
A similar problem is created by optical distortion. If the focal length varies across the focal plane, then the image on the ground of a single linear array will be a curved line. A side-slither scan will result in detectors seeing slightly different portions of the scene. As before, this problem can be minimized by taking longer scans and starting with a fairly uniform scene. 
TDI
A CCD array with TDI has multiple rows of detectors. The charge is transferred from one row to the next at the same rate that a point in the image moves perpendicular to the array, thus allowing longer integration periods. The impact of TDI on a side-slither image is that the integration path on the ground is not linear, but rather diagonal. However, it turns out that all detectors integrate over the same diagonal patch of ground, so that TDI does not create much of a problem for side-slither imaging.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of a side-slither scan, by which a pushbroom imager is rotated 90°, and scanning is done parallel to the linear array. A side-slither scan forces all detectors to pass over the same stretch of ground and thereby see the same total radiance. As such, the image from a side-slither scan can be used to generate a flat field on orbit for improved relative radiometric calibration and correction. We performed side-slither imaging using the QuickBird satellite and showed that the flat fields produced by side-slither imaging are flat to within less than 0.5%. We also showed that side-slither flat fields do better relative radiometric correction than other techniques including ground calibration, an on-board calibration lamp, and a flat field generated from a normal pushbroom scan over a uniform desert scene. Side-slither imaging should thus provide an alternate means for relative radiometric calibration of pushbroom imagers on orbit. Complications such as optical distortion and staggered arrays can be minimized by starting with a ground scene that is radiometrically as flat as possible.
